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Taking Excimer Laser
Processing to Industry

Perspectives from a NATO
Advanced Study Institute

Luclen D. Laude

A NATO Advanced Study Institute
entirely devoted to excimer lasers took
place September 7-16, 1993 in Elounda
(Crete), Greece, gathering some 85 scien-
tists from 21 different countries, mostly
from Germany, France, and Greece.
Among the continuously expanding list
of laser sources, excimer lasers are unique
in their technical specifications, venturing
into unusual fundamental physics and
chemistry, and thus opening routes to
novel applications. Emitting intense pulses
of uv light, excimer lasers are best charac-
terized by their enormous instant power
(tens of megawatts) delivered in a dense
flux of high-energy photons able to over-
come bond strength. This gives access to
processes like nonequilibrium (thermal or
athermal) surface phase transitions or
chemical reactions which are not accessi-
ble either to other laser sources or via
conventional (thermodynamic) processes.
In addition, and most remarkably, these
excimer sources are equally able to
process (i.e., to transform irrevocably)
materials as diverse as ceramics, poly-
mers, metals, or biological tissues. As a
result, a single excimer laser beam may
find equally effective applications in
fields as diverse as materials science and
medicine. For example, one of the many
processes that can be induced by excimer-
laser irradiating matter, namely ablation,
has proved to be a reliable and simple
way to produce good-quality high Tc
superconducting films, custom-designed
3-D engraving on either hard or soft
materials, and high-precision ceramic
machining. In medicine, novel techniques
like corneal reshaping, cancer photothera-
py, and others can be likewise elaborated.
The extreme versatility of the excimer
laser is in itself unique in the field of
lasers, and a fortiori in the broader
panoply of energy sources which have
been developed and utilized until now.

However, full development of excimer

laser potential may only be achieved
under three conditions: (1) the character-
istics and limitations of the sources
should be known to all practitioners; (2) a
reasonable understanding of the basic
processes which are induced by excimer-
irradiating matter should be disseminat-
ed throughout the larger community;
and (3) technological or industrial prob-
lems in search of a solution should be
clearly identified. .

Scientists were not, are
not, and will never be able
to transfer their occasional
bright ideas efficiently to

the industrialists, who
logically should be their
customers, unless they

direct some serious effort
toward the real world.

The first two conditions are within
reach of scientists as part of their educa-
tional background. However, because of
the extreme diversity or complexity of
the disciplines involved, the conditions
for the dissemination of knowledge
(either technical or scientific) are not cur-
rently fulfilled through the usual special-
ty conference series, which do not allow
for cross-fertilization.

One objective of this NATO Advanced
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Material Matters is a forum for
expressing personal points of
view on issues of interest to the
materials community

Study Institute was to promote an inter-
disciplinary exchange of information
among all scientists, R&D researchers,
fundamentalists, technologists, life sci-
ence practioners, and environmentalists
on the physics and chemistry of excimer
laser interactions with matter. The pro-
gram covered the following topics:
1. The state of the art in excimer laser
technology;
2. Fundamental aspects of the interaction
of such beams with matter, particularly
ablation;
3. Experimental diagnostics used routine-
ly in the field;
4. Applications of excimer irradiation
in materials science, spanning micro-
electronics, metallurgy, ceramics, and
polymers;
5. Applications in the medical field; and
6. Further applications in environmental
science.

Another objective of the Institute was
to address the third condition—identifi-
cation of valuable problems to investi-
gate in the context of transfer from sci-
ence to technology and, further, to indus-
try. The theme was extensively discussed
during the course of the two-week meet-
ing, particularly in presentations by F.
Bachmann (Rofin-Sinar Laser GmbH,
Hamburg) and a few others. The excite-
ment experienced during these discus-
sions was indicative of an overwhelming
concern among the participants. And
several fruitful ideas were aired, some-
times coming from the younger partici-
pants. Which problem to address? Where
to place the priorities?

Identifying valuable problems is prob-
ably the most difficult task for the majori-
ty of those scientists, though any success-
ful transfer of technology would directly
depend on a proper choice of such prob-
lems "in search of a solution." Lasers are
rightly known to provide a number of
elegant ways to act on matter in
whichever form. However, all these
reported "laser-induced processes" must,
at some point, compete with existing
technology in order to find their specific
applications. As surprising as it is, most
R&D laser practitioners have not (yet)
fully realized that aspect of their work. In
general, technologists didn't wait for the
advent of lasers as energy sources to
solve technological problems at the pro-
duction level. Given the investments
already made in solving such problems,
say, classically and sometimes imperfect-
ly (but sufficiently), laser processes must
prove to be not simply as good as com-
peting (but already established) process-
es. They must be either (1) much more
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effective (an order of magnitude at least),
in terms of product quality, production
cost, friendliness at the bench, and relia-
bility at the production level; or (2)
absolutely unavoidable for producing a
brand new device. Unfortunately, such
novelty emerges from laboratories where
a market attitude is totally absent.
Scientists were not, are not, and will
never be able to transfer their occasional
bright ideas efficiently to the industrial-
ists, who logically should be their cus-
tomers, unless they direct some serious
effort toward the real world.

Scientists are, in general, unaware of
the true needs and trends of the market.
Still, the gap must be closed and every
actor ("inventor" or "producer") in this
"technology transfer drama" should try
and try again, first, to understand the
other side and, second, to come to some
compromise on the issue. Lasers, and
most readily excimer lasers, may effec-
tively provide for true revolutionary
steps toward progress in a variety of
domains. However, advancement in
economy may be anything but revolu-
tionary. Economy is fragile and works
under near-equilibrium conditions. The
reported difficulties in implementing
laser processes in technology stem from
both attitudes: (1) the apparent unaware-
ness by the "inventors" of this legitimate
and natural fact, and (2) the reluctance of
the "producers" to disturb the fragile
equilibrium of a production-line because
it often takes time and investment to tune
up to a given market product. These two
attitudes are common to all fields, from
metallurgy to ophthalmology. Should the
necessity of competition between pro-
ducers on one hand and the emergence
of new and more demanding specifica-
tions on the other hand require novel
products or processes, then the excimer
laser may prove to be the effective tool to
be implemented.

Since the opportunity might show up
at any time, one should be ready at any
moment to propose, test, and transfer a
process which could earlier have been
"invented," understood, and developed
for that expectation-but stems instead
from fundamental studies not motivated
toward that goal. Even so, the proposed
process should follow elemental, com-
mon sense rules: conceptual simplicity
(two-step processing at a maximum), low
cost, easy implementation, compatibility
with existing technology, and last but not
least, avoidance of solutions if there is no
need for one.

The matter would be common to many
domains of science, as soon as R&D
developments emerge which are thought

to provide for new possibilities of appli-
cation. It is probably more critically felt
in the laser field because of the wide-
spread publicity given to this energy
source. However, it was the general
opinion at the end of the Institute that
many more applications would succeed
in finding a niche if the rules in the previ-
ous paragraph were followed. For that
reason, one may hope that this Institute
has been of some help to the young par-
ticipants in maturing the field of excimer
laser processing for a more fruitful har-
vest in the years to come.

This overview of the meeting would
not be complete without deeply
acknowledging the help provided by the
NATO Scientific Affairs Division to its
venue. Substantial and decisive, that help
was primarily financial. Which other
organization in the world could provide
today for that generous support to sci-
ence? But the help was not simply finan-

cial. Meetings of this type are essential to
higher education. Teaching wonders of
the past does not necessarily prepare for
the future. Educating means opening the
mind, and for that we need to step away
from our everyday burden and take time
to think again. Listen to the questions of
the younger scientists, provide them
with keys to the answers, and raise
among them the curiosity for the facts
which are mother to innovation. And
somewhere hidden in the audience,
away from the noise and turmoil, ideas
will emerge, paving the way toward
wonders of the future. These will ulti-
mately be the most rewarding fruits of
that meeting.

L.D. Laude is a professor in the Laboratory
of Solid State Physics at the University of
Mons in Belgium and was director of the
NATO Advanced Study Institute on
Excimer Lasers.
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